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Final Project Report

• Posted on Gradescope

• Due Friday 12 / 8 @ 11:59pm

• 5-page limit

• Recommend (don’t require) NeurIPS Latex style
• More useful for CSC580 students



Final Project Report
Introduction : Give background and motivation for your project.  Why is 
it interesting?  

Background : Provide any preliminary information needed to 
understand the project.  This section can be more technically detailed 
than the introduction.

Methodology : Discuss how you approach the problem.  Provide all the 
necessary technical details.

Results : Provide all of your results from the project.  Negative results 
(i.e. things that didn’t work) are also welcome and encouraged.

CSC580 Students should include Related Work section



Final Project Report

• Create a Github repository with all your code

• Include the Github link in your report (or share with me 
username: ‘pachecoj’ if you want to keep private)



Outline

Ø Data Visualization

Ø Data Summarization 

Ø Python data tools
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Data Analysis, Exploration, and Visualization

Encoding

Visual
Perception

Understanding

Iterate
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There is a lot of advice about data 
visualization.

Get it right in black and white
Avoid pie charts

Data-Ink ratio should be high

Avoid word clouds

These can be considered design principles. Like all design 
principles, they shouldn’t be adhered to dogmatically.

Overview first, zoom and filter, 
details on demand

Never truncate the y-axis
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Be Careful with Area-as-Quantity
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How many streams are there in 
November compared to December?
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7.5 times as many streams!
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https://peltiertech.com/bad-bar-chart-practices-or-send-in-the-
clowns/

Be careful of length vs. area for other marks
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https://peltiertech.com/bad-bar-chart-practices-or-send-in-the-
clowns/

What is being perceived?
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https://peltiertech.com/bad-bar-chart-practices-or-send-in-the-
clowns/

Be careful of length vs. area for other marks
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https://peltiertech.com/bad-bar-chart-practices-or-send-in-the-
clowns/

Consider using an Isotope Chart
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Circles: Encode by Area not Radius

Images from Vox and 
http://coolinfographics.com/blog/2014/8/29/false-visualizations-
sizing-circles-in-infographics.html
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”Chart Junk”



18Images from slides of Josh Levine

Aside: Chart Junk
Chart Junk are embellishments to a 
chart that don’t help communicate the 
data.

Removing such embellishments, 
whether completely decorative or 
embedded in the chart can help 
readability while conserving space.

However, sometimes embellishments 
can help with engagement and 
memorability, e.g., the clowns earlier



19Images from http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1 

The added lines here help the chart look 
“charty” but don’t help readability

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1
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Remove or redesign grid lines

Images from http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1 

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1


21Images from http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1 

Remove color background, it did not help 
with contrast

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1


22Images from http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1 

Remove non-axis lines, they did not bound 
data extents, just chart extents

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1


23Images from http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1 

An alternative to the initial grid lines…

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1


24Images from http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1 

Direct Labeling

13%

16.3%

10.5% 10.8%

6%

18%

15%

12.8%
13.5%

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1
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Data-Ink Ratio & Caution

Data-Ink Ratio was coined by Edward Tufte in 1983:

Ink used to non-redundantly represent Data

Ink used in the chart in Total

The goal is to have a high data-ink ratio.

Problems?



26Images from http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1 

Which chart is better?

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/data-ink/di1
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Truncating the y-axis
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How much has Dickey’s knuckleball slowed?

Images https://www.huffingtonpost.com/raviparikh/lie-with-
data-visualization_b_5169715.html
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Where should the y-axis start?

Length 
(aligned)

Images from Munzner, Visual Analysis and Design

In bar charts, bar length is being compared. 
Therefore, starting the y-axis at an arbitrary 
position will work against the visualization 
task… often tricking the viewer.

This is referred to as “truncating the y-axis.” 
Be careful when you start at something other 
than zero.



30Image from slides of Josh Levine, adapted from John Stasko

What’s happening here?



31Image from slides of Josh Levine, adapted from John Stasko

What’s happening here?



32Image from slides of Josh Levine, adapted from John Stasko

What’s happening here?
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Where should the y-axis start?

Image from the National Review

There are several 
possible “zero” points. 
Which one is the most 
natural?

Line graphs are 
generally used to 
analyze change in a 
range rather than 
absolute. The analysis 
task matters!
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What range 
should I use?

Data range?
Start from zero?

Like all things, 
depends on the task.
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It’s not just the y-axis:
aspect-ratio also 

affects perception
Changing the aspect-ratio 
changes the orientation of the 
lines.

A common rule is “banking to 
45°,” for comparing slopes.

But where does this come from? 
And do you need to compare 
slopes?

Image from Heer & Agrawala, Multi-scale Banking to 45°
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Rotating for Readability



37Image from https://www.data-to-viz.com/caveat/hard_label.html

Be Aware of Text Angle

Users shouldn’t feel 
the need to tilt their 
head to read labels.

Furthermore, while we 
can rotate fonts at any 
angle, they distort and 
become jagged.



38Image from https://www.data-to-viz.com/caveat/hard_label.html

Consider rotating a bar chart

*Note however that 
some axes have a 
strong association with 
the x-axis (e.g., time). 
In that case, the 
design trade off may 
leave tilted text.
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Labels on the y-axis need not be vertical
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Image retrieved from https://www.livescience.com/45083-
misleading-gun-death-chart.html

When the rotation bucks 
convention, it may be 

misinterpreted 

What is your initial reaction?

The designer’s desire was to 
evoke blood running down a wall. 

Takeaway: any design counter 
to well known conventions 
must be strongly justified.

https://www.livescience.com/45083-misleading-gun-death-chart.html
https://www.livescience.com/45083-misleading-gun-death-chart.html
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Using 3D
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Justify the Use of 3D or Remove it

From Tamara Munzner, Visualization Analysis and Design

Evidence for the 
effectivenes of 
position and length 
apply to 2D only.

3D means occlusion 
and perceived depth 
can cause errors in 
judgement.

However, 3D excels 
for shape perception 
of truly 3D objects.
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For Graphs, 2D Shows Topology

Image from http://visualoop.com/blog/29910/a-look-at-arc-diagrams

Justify your design choices for your tasks!
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Pie Charts
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Pie Charts are often maligned with the justification 
that length is a more effective channel than angle

Images from EagerEyes.org

…but, is angle what we’re 
really perceiving?

There are still many 
things we don’t 
understand about what is 
actually being perceived 
or measured in any given 
chart.
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Length is still considered more effective than Area

Images from datavizcatalogue

Stacked bar charts are 
suggested because they encode 
with length.

Why might a stacked bar chart 
not be so good?

• Violates expressivity – can imply 
an order where there is none

• May be hard to compare dispare 
bars
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Stacked Bar Charts vs. Small Multiples

Images from http://chartartistry.blogspot.com/2016/02/small-
multiples-when-stack-bars-just.html

http://chartartistry.blogspot.com/2016/02/small-multiples-when-stack-bars-just.html
http://chartartistry.blogspot.com/2016/02/small-multiples-when-stack-bars-just.html
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Stacked Bar Charts vs. Small Multiples

Images from http://chartartistry.blogspot.com/2016/02/small-
multiples-when-stack-bars-just.html

What makes the most sense for your task?

http://chartartistry.blogspot.com/2016/02/small-multiples-when-stack-bars-just.html
http://chartartistry.blogspot.com/2016/02/small-multiples-when-stack-bars-just.html
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Maybe the biggest problem with pie charts is that 
they have been so often done poorly…
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Advice in Data Visualization is a starting point.

Get it right in black and white Avoid pie charts
Avoid chart junk

Avoid word clouds Overview first, zoom and filter, 
details on demand

Don’t truncate the y-axis

No unjustified 3D Recognize area comparisons

Rotate for readability

It is generally sufficient for simple visualizations, but harder 
analysis problems may require more thought.

Respect conventions
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…which leads us to the most important 
things in Data Visualization

Data
Ø Are you showing the right data for your goals?
Ø Do you understand the form of that data?

Tasks
Ø Does your representation match your tasks?
Ø Do your interactions match your tasks?

Design
Ø Know your data, your tasks, and start from principles, then  

iterate and evaluate.
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Data Summarization

• Raw data are hard to interpret 

• Visualizations summarize important aspects of the data

• The empirical distribution estimates the distribution on data, but can be 
hard to interpret

• Summary statistics characterize aspects of the data distribution like:
• Location / center
• Scale / spread
• Skew



Measuring Location

Mean Average (expected value) of the data distribution
Median Midpoint – 50% of the probability is below and 50% above
Mode Value of highest probability (mass or density)

Three common measures of the distribution location…

…align with symmetric distributions, but diverge with asymmetry



Median

For data                       sort the data,

• Notation       means the i-th lowest value, e.g. 
•                              are called order statistics

If n is odd then find the middle datapoint,

If n is even then average between both middle datapoints,



Median

What is the median of the following data?

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9

What is the median of the following data?

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 100

4.5

4.5

Median is robust to outliers



Sample Mean

Empirical estimate of the true mean of the data distribution,

Alternatively, if the value x occurs n(x) times in the data then,

Empirical 
Distribution

• Law of Large Numbers says    goes to mean E[X]
• Central Limit Theorem says    has Normal distribution

Recall



Law of Large Numbers (LLN)

We now know the sample mean is an unbiased estimator, namely:

Yes, with high 
probability

This is the law of large numbers
• Weak Law: Converges to mean with high probability
• Strong Law: Stronger notion of convergence (if variance is finite)

But, expected value is not always high 
probability. Will we achieve the true mean? 

But what is the distribution of      ?



Central Limit Theorem (CLT)

Let                     be iid with mean    and variance      then 
approaches a Normal distribution with mean    and variance        

Alternatively written as,

Comments
• LLN says estimates        “pile up” near true mean, CLT says how they pile up
• Pretty remarkable since we make no assumption about how Xi are distributed
• Variance of Xi must be finite, i.e. 



Sample Mean



Sample Mean



Sample Mean

For any real-valued function h(x) we can compute the mean as,

Note                     in general. 

Example Compute the average of the square of values,
{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 6 }



Weighted Mean

In some cases we may weight data differently,

where

For example, grades in a class:

Grading Breakdown
•  Homework: 60%
•  Midterm: 20%
•  Final: 20%



Measuring Spread

We have seen estimates of spread via the sample variance,

Biased Unbiased

Misleading estimate of spread for multimodal / skew distributions
TargetNormal with same variance



Measuring Spread

Quartile divide data into 4 equally-sized bins,
• 1st Quartile : Lowest 25% of data
• 2nd Quartile : Median (lowest 50% of data)
• 3rd Quartile : 75% of data is below 3rd quartile
• 4th Quartile : All the data… not useful

Compute using np.quantile() :



Box Plot

Interquartile-Range (IQR) Measures interval containing 50% of data

IQR = Q3 – Q1
Region of typical data

Outliers Are atypical data,
Value > Q3 + 1.5 x IQR

Value < Q3 - 1.5 x IQR

Definition is not standard. 



Box Plot

3rd Quartile 2nd Quartile

1st Quartile



Box Plot



Violin Plot



Measuring Spread

For nonnegative numbers we can look at the coefficient of variation,

where and

• It is a pure number – it has no units
• It represents spread relative to the mean

Question Why would we want to compute this?



Quantile / Percentile

Question Is 60yrs old for a US president?  Why or why not?

Empirical CDF for each x gives P(X<x),

Compute probability of being <60,

0.8 Quantile or 80th Percentile à About 80% of 
presidents younger than 60



Quantile-Quantile Plot

Plot quantiles of two variables against each other…

Box Plot Q-Q Plot

Variables with similar 
distributions will fall along 
a 45-degree (slope 1) line

In Q-Q plot correlation = 
distribution similarity



Interpreting Q-Q Plots

Plot against theoretical 
quantiles to check model fit

Good Fit



Interpreting Q-Q Plots

Plot against theoretical 
quantiles to check model fit

Good Fit

Fat Tails



Interpreting Q-Q Plots

Plot against theoretical 
quantiles to check model fit

Good Fit

Fat Tails

Positive Skew
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SciPy

Python-based ecosystem for math, science 
and engineering.  

As usual, install with Anaconda:
> conda install scipy

Or with PyPI:
> pip install scipy

SciPy includes some libraries that you are already familiar with:



Other useful summary statistics:

…



Trimmed Mean

Mean is not robust to outliers…

…trimmed mean “trims” % of either end of data (e.g. 0.1 à 10%) before 
computing the mean value



Anscomb’s Quartet : The Data

Four distinct datasets of paired variables X and Y…

[ Source: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/anscombes-quartet/ ]

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/anscombes-quartet/


Anscomb’s Quartet : Summary Statistics

[ Source: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/anscombes-quartet/ ]

Mean X1: 9.0
STDEV X1: 3.32
Mean Y1: 7.5
STDEV Y1: 2.03
Correlation: 0.816

Start by computing summary 
statistics, e.g. Dataset 1:

Actually, all datasets have the 
same statistics…

Question What can we conclude 
about these data?  Are they the 
same?

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/anscombes-quartet/


Anscomb’s Quartet : Visualization

Dataset 1 Dataset 2

Dataset 3 Dataset 4

Visualizing data clearly 
indicates that these are very 

different datasets…

…this highlights the 
importance of visualizing 

data



Datasaurus

13 datasets that all have 
the same summary 

statistics, but look very 
different in simple 

visualizations

[ Source: Alberto Cairo ]

Can be very difficult to 
see differences in high 
dimensions, however

http://albertocairo.com/


Types of Data
Data come in many forms, each requiring different approaches & models

Qualitative or categorical : partition 
data into classes (flexible but 
imprecise)

Quantitative : can perform 
mathematical operations (e.g. 
addition, subtraction, ordering)

We often refer to different types of data as variables



Visualizing Categorical Variables



Circular chart divided into sectors, illustrating relative magnitudes in 
frequencies or percent. In a pie chart, the area is proportional to the 

quantity it represents.

Pie Chart



Bar Chart

We perceive differences in height / length better than area…

[ Source: https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/ ]

plt.bar()

https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/


Bar Chart

Don’t make readers tilt their heads, consider rotating for readability…

[ Source: https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/ ]

plt.barh()

https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/


Bar Chart
Multiple groups of bars…

[ Source: https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/ ]

https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/


Stacked Bar Chart

[ Source: https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/ ]

https://benalexkeen.com/bar-charts-in-matplotlib/


Two-Way Table

Also called contingency table or cross tabulation table…

Frequency



Two-Way Table

Also called contingency table or cross tabulation table…

Relative Frequency

7.4% 25.7%

7.7% 33.9%

3.5% 21.8%

18.7% 81.3% 100%

33.1%

41.7%

25.2%

Column Variable

Row Variable

Marginal Distribution
Of Row Variable

Marginal Distribution
Of Column Variable Joint Distribution



Two-Way Table

Adding stacked bars requires 
more steps, full code here:

https://matplotlib.org/stable/gallery
/misc/table_demo.html 

https://matplotlib.org/stable/gallery/misc/table_demo.html
https://matplotlib.org/stable/gallery/misc/table_demo.html


Histogram
Empirical approximation of (quantitative) data generating distribution

Empirical CDF for each x gives P(X<x),



Histogram



Scatterplot
Compares relationship between two quantitative variables…

Explanatory Variable
Also: predictor, descriptor, input

Target (or response)
Variable

Linear Relationship
(correlation)

Relationship can also be:
• Nonlinear (e.g. “curvy”)
• Clustered or grouped



Scatterplot

Full Code:
https://matplotlib.org/stable/gallery/lines_bars_a

nd_markers/scatter_hist.html 

https://matplotlib.org/stable/gallery/lines_bars_and_markers/scatter_hist.html
https://matplotlib.org/stable/gallery/lines_bars_and_markers/scatter_hist.html


Timeseries
Data follow an explicit ordering



Logarithm Scale
Changing limits and base of y-scale highlights different aspects…

…log-scale emphasizes relative changes in smaller quantities



Line Plots in Log-Domain



Pandas

Open source library for data handling and 
manipulation in high-performance environments.

Installation If you are using Anaconda package manager,

Or if you are using PyPi (pip) package manager,

See Pandas documentation for more detailed instructions
https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/getting_started/install.html

https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/getting_started/install.html


DataFrame

Primary data structure : Essentially a table

[ Source: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/ ]

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/


DataFrame Example

Create and print an entire DataFrame

[ Source: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/ ]

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/


DataFrame Example

Can create named columns using dictionary

[ Source: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/ ]

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/


DataFrame : Selecting Columns

Select columns to print by name,

[ Source: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/ ]

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-pandas-dataframe/


DataFrame : Selecting Rows

Output



DataFrame : Selecting Rows

head()and tail()select rows from beginning / end

Output



Reading Data from Files

Easy reading / writing of standard formats,

Output



Data Structure Conversions

Working with DataFrames outside of Pandas can be tricky,

We can easily convert to built-in types, 
for example to a list (e.g. to use in 
Numpy or whatever),



Summary Statistics

Easily compute summary statistics on data

Can also count occurrences of 
unique values,



Documentation + tutorials:
https://matplotlib.org/

https://matplotlib.org/


Pandas / Matplotlib Integration

DataFrame.plot() wraps 
Matplotlib’s plot() function



Pandas / Matplotlib Integration

Specifies reasonable defaults 
for colors, legend, etc.



Pandas / Matplotlib Integration



Pandas / Matplotlib Integration

Easy control over subplot 
placement & handling



Pandas / Matplotlib Integration



Pandas / Matplotlib Integration



Pandas / Matplotlib Integration



More Visualization Resources
datavizcatalogue.com

matplotlib.org

scikit-learn.org


